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Wearing a blue dreamy dress, Stefanie Sun took the elevator and slowly rose from the center
of the stage. Stefanie Sun took the microphone and said, “In the past, I only sang my own
songs. But today, I want to I sang two songs from senior musicians. Both of these songs were
given to my Prince Charming. I hope he will like it!”

Afterwards, the prelude ended, and she sang famous “Love Is Only One Word”.

The lyrics of this song are too in line with her dedication to Charlie for so many years.

“Pull away the dark clouds in the sky, as beautiful as blue velvet…”

“I walked over mountains and ridges for you, but I didn’t want to see the scenery…”

“I miss you, take the courage to spread the message with the map of love…”

“I hope you haven’t forgotten, I will always protect you…”

“From now on there is no need to wander to find…”

“Love is just one word, I only say it once…”

“You know I only use actions to show…”

“The lively city searches for your shadow…”

“To make you happy is my happiest thing…”

The lyrics and music of this song were originally perfect, and Stefanie Sun sang impeccably. In
addition, Fitz spent tens of millions to replace the performance with the top stage acoustics.
The effect is simply It’s the pinnacle!

And more importantly, not only is the song good, the equipment is good, and Stefanie Sun
sings well, but more importantly, combined with the previous opening video, every line of
lyrics sung by Stefanie Sun can make people find strong in her story just now. resonance.

Everyone can feel her persistence in searching for her sweetheart through the mountains and
mountains, and she can even feel the incomparable deep love for her sweetheart.

Countless fans burst into tears. Who could have imagined that the goddess who seemed to
rise above the clouds could actually do so much for love, search the world for love, and make a
desperate effort for love.

And all the men on the scene were already mad with jealousy.



They really want to know which bastard who can be so blessed to get the goddess so sincere!

And Charlie, the hero of this touching story, did not hold back the tears at this time, two lines
of tears slowly flowed from his cheeks.

What Charlie didn’t know was that before Stefanie Sun could finish singing this song,
someone had already uploaded the opening video to the Internet, and the entire short video
platform and Weibo had been blown up!

Six of the top ten searches are related to it!

Ranked first in the entire hot search turned out to be: Stefanie Sun’s Prince Charming, must
have saved the galaxy in the last life!

Ranked second, the hot search is only eight words: I want to beat Prince Charming!

The reason for such a hot search is that many Stefanie Sun’s fan groups are scanning their
screens. They said that they must make human flesh out of the bastard that Stefanie Sun has
been searching for for nearly two decades, beat him up together, and ask him about this.
Where has he died for so many years! It’s been so hard to find a good girl like Stefanie Sun for
so many years!

Under six related hot searches, countless netizens commented crazy, some were moved, some
envied, some blessed, but more, it was jealous!

Even if they didn’t come to the scene in person, when these male fans saw the opening video,
they were so jealous that they were about to explode in place!

Some people say that Stefanie Sun’s ancestral tomb would be unsuccessful because of the
smoke from the ancestral tomb. At least he had to be bombed to have this kind of shit luck.

Others said that there is no man in this world who can match Stefanie Sun’s such a good
woman. There was no one before, no now, and there will never be any later, so he persuaded
the unknown so-called Prince Charming to make his own way and get home early.

Some people even say that Stefanie Sun is by no means someone’s Stefanie Sun, she is the
Stefanie Sun of the whole world, if any man dares to possess her, it is a person against the
whole world alone!

How could Charlie think that Stefanie Sun’s concert has just begun, and he has become a
public enemy of the whole people…
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